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Speech intelligibility is affected by various interfering factors in a speech transmission system. Noise is one of the most common
affecting factors. Subjective listening experiments were, respectively, carried out in pink noise, speech noise, and white noise-
interfering environment. 'e perceptual characteristics of the initials, finals, tones, and syllable intelligibility were analyzed, and
the function relationships between Chinese speech intelligibility and SNR in noise environment were concluded, which could be
used to evaluate or predict the Chinese speech intelligibility under noise transmission conditions.

1. Introduction

Speech is a main way of human communication, and speech
intelligibility is an important parameter to assess the acoustic
quality of a communication system. ISO defines speech
intelligibility as a professional term of the percentage of
correctly received speech units in all transmitted speech units
[1]. Speech could be interfered by various factors in the
communication system, like noise, reverberation, distortion,
and so on. Noise is one of the most common affecting
factors. Noise unavoidably exists in our daily life and masks
speech signals with different degrees, while speech intelli-
gibility decreases with the noise level increasing. It is very
necessary to investigate speech intelligibility in noise envi-
ronment for the speech transmission system [2].

'ere were some studies on the influence of noise on
speech intelligibility, which include both objective and
subjective ones. For objective experiments, Houtgast tested
the speech intelligibility in the environment affected both by
ambient noise and reverberation [3]. Bradley tested the
speech intelligibility in ten classrooms full with students [4].
Ma et al. tested the speech intelligibility in 72 noisy con-
ditions with four different noises including car, babble, train,
and street noise [5]. Lavandier and Culling conducted two

experiments to investigate the speech reception thresholds in
noise condition with speech-shape in different angles [6].
Rennies et al. tested the speech intelligibility in the condition
with noise interfering and quiet [7]. For subjective experi-
ments, Rhebergen et al. designed a subjective experiment to
investigate the influence of fluctuating noise on speech
intelligibility [8]. Ishikawa et al. conducted a subjective
experiment to observe the influence of background noise on
speech intelligibility by dysphonia [9]. Bradley et al. in-
vestigated the combined influences of SNR and room
acoustics parameters on speech intelligibility and concluded
that the effect of SNR is much more important [10]. Van
Wijngaarden et al. compared the speech intelligibility in
noise environment for nonnative and native listeners [11].
Rhebergen et al. predicted the speech intelligibility in real-
life background noises including animals, machines, and
vehicles [12]. Luts et al. tested the French speech intelligi-
bility in noise conditions [13]. Boon used CRM corpus to
measure the speech intelligibility masked by speech-spec-
trum-shaped noise and concluded the functional relation-
ship between speech intelligibility and SNR [14]. Pollack and
Pickket measured the speech intelligibility in noisy envi-
ronment with high levels and summarized the relationship
of speech intelligibility, speech SPL, and SNR [15]. Elliott
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measured the perceptual characteristics of noise-masked
speech of children aged 9∼17 years [16]. Payton et al.
compared dry signals and speech signal intelligibility in
noise, reverberant, and combined conditions and obtained
the differences between the results and objective methods
results [17]. Van Wijngaarden compared noise-masked
speech intelligibility between native and nonnative Dutch
speakers [18]. Zeng et al. investigated the influence of noise
and reverberation on the Chinese speech intelligibility of
elderly and young subjects [19]. Visentin et al. investigated
the effects of different types of noise on speech intelligibility
in university classrooms [20]. Duquesnoy measured the
speech perceptual threshold for sentences in quiet and noisy
environment of elderly and young subjects with normal
hearing [21]. Kostić performed a subjective experiment with
the MOS method and objective experiment with STOI to
obtain the influence of music noise and SNR on Serbian
speech intelligibility [22]. Most of the objective experiments
aimed to get or improve the objective measuring methods of
intelligibility, and the subjective experiments investigated
the speech perception in noisy environments with different
types and SNRs for different purposes. 'e objective results
should be in accordance with subjective perceptual results,
and the relationship between speech intelligibility and SNR
should be studied further.

Every Chinese word is a monosyllable, which consists of
initials, finals, and tones. Take “zh�ong” for example, where
“zh” is the initials and “ong” is the finals, while “-” is the tone
which represents high flat, and “zh�ong” is the syllable which
is also the Pinyin of Chinese word. 'us, Chinese speech
intelligibility includes initials intelligibility, finals intelligi-
bility, tones intelligibility, and syllable intelligibility which is
influenced by initials, finals, and tones intelligibility at the
same time.

'e present study would introduce a series of experi-
ments of Chinese speech intelligibility in noise transmission
systems and analyze the perceptual characteristics of speech
intelligibility disturbed by different noises. 'e changing
rules of Chinese speech intelligibility with SNR were ana-
lyzed, and the perceptual model of Chinese intelligibility was
also concluded.

2. Listening Experiments of Intelligibility

'e test speech signals were recorded in an anechoic
chamber, and the noise would be added in postprocessing
stage. Subjective experiments of speech intelligibility were
performed in a listening room according to the National
Standard of the People’s Republic of China Acoustics-
Speech articulation testing method [23], which introduces
the method of measuring and evaluating the quality of a
speech transmission system quantificationally and directly.
'e standard applies to measuring the speech intelligibility
of a speech communication system, like concert hall and
human-computer interaction.

KXY lists were used for the speech listening test [23].
Every KXY list has 75 words, and the 75 words were divided
into 25 groups including 3 syllables without any actual
meaning when reading successively. Each group of 3

syllables were recorded after a prompt number. For example,
in speech signal ”No.R qiè fán y�ing,” “R” represents the
group number and “qiè fán y�ing” are the 3 syllables needed
to play back to the subjects. Each list was recorded by two
professional announcers.

All the lists were recorded in an anechoic chamber, in
which the background noise is less than 20 dB and RT is less
than 0.1 s [24]. 'e speech signals were recorded by two
professional announcers (one male and one female) with
standard Chinese Mandarin at a standard rate (4 words per
second). 'e speakers’ mouth was kept 10 cm away from the
microphone. 'e SPL was 70 dB near the microphone, and
thus the SNR of original speech signals was 50 dB.

In the postprocessing stage, the prerecorded speech
signals were added with different types of noises and SNRs
according the experiments needed in order to simulate the
speech signals masked by noise. 'e subjective experiments
were carried out in a quiet room, and the speech was played
back to the listener through a headphone. 'e experiment
procedure is shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Noise Types and SNR. 'ree types of noises were chosen
in the experiments including pink noise, speech noise, and
white noise. Pink noise commonly exists in natural envi-
ronment, where the energy decreases from low frequency to
high frequency with 3 dB per octave in logarithmic coor-
dinates. Speech noise as a background noise distributes in
the public places like concert, hall, and stadium, where the
energy mainly focuses on low frequency. White noise is a
broadband noise existing in the communication system, and
its energy distributes uniformly in linear coordinate. 'eir
time-domain and frequency-domain waveforms are shown
in Figure 2. 'e three noises introduced above are typical
noises in daily life.

Before the experimental parameters were selected, a pilot
experiment was performed. In the pilot experiment, white
noise was chosen as the background noise, and SNR focused
on two extreme ranges of [−20,12] and [18, 24]. 'e results
of the pilot experiment showed that the listeners cannot hear
the speech when SNR was below -14 dB while the noise did
not affect the listeners in distinguishing the speech when
SNR exceeded 20 dB. 'erefore, the SNR of speech intelli-
gibility experiments in noise environment was chosen from
−14 dB to 20 dB with 2 dB or 4 dB increasing and also in-
cluding the initials speech recorded in studio without extra
noise added with SNR of 50 dB. 'ere were 15 transmission
conditions. 'e information of SNR chosen in the experi-
ments is shown in Table 1.

In order to compare and analyze the results, the SNRs
were identical in the three types of noise-interfering envi-
ronments, and each SNR condition included two speech
signals with one male speaker and one female speaker.

2.2. Methods. Listening room and experiment procedure
were all the same as those in the experiment described in
[25]. If a subject writes down the initials completely same as
what he heard, his record was regarded as a correct result;
otherwise, considered wrong one, and the ratio of correct
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Figure 2: Time-domain and frequency-domain properties of noise. (a) Pink noise. (b) Speech noise. (c) White noise.
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Figure 1: Experiment procedure of the subjective listening experiment.

Table 1: SNR of speech intelligibility experiments in noise environment.

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
SNR (dB) −14 −12 −10 −8 −6 −4 −2 0 4 8 12 16 18 20 50
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answer was called initials intelligibility score. In the same
way, finals intelligibility, tones intelligibility, and syllable
intelligibility were also calculated as described in following
equations [23]:

Q � 
n

i�1

Ni/75(  × 100
n

, (1)

Qsm � 
n

i�1

Nism/75(  × 100
n

, (2)

Qym � 
n

i�1

Niym/75  × 100
n

, (3)

Qsd � 
n

i�1

Nisd/75(  × 100
n

, (4)

where Q, Qsm, Qym, and Qsd represent the syllable in-
telligibility, initials intelligibility, finals intelligibility, and
tones intelligibility, respectively, Ni is the quantity of
corrected perceptual syllable intelligibility by number i
listener, while Nism is the quantity of corrected perceptual
initials intelligibility by number i listener, while Niym is
the quantity of corrected perceptual finals intelligibility
by number i listener, while Nisd is the quantity of cor-
rected perceptual tones intelligibility by number i lis-
tener, and n is the total number of listeners involved in
the experiment.

To guarantee the reliability of the experiments, when one
listener’s score was three times standard deviation different
with the average score of all the listeners, his results were
wiped out as invalid data. 'en, the intelligibility score was
recomputed.

2.3. Subjects. 'ere were three types of noises with SNR 15
in the experiments which means 45 acoustic transmission
conditions. A total of 90 KXY lists were involved, while every
transmission condition needs two KXY lists (a male speaker
and a female speaker).

'e series of intelligibility experiments were divided to 3
groups according to the noise type:

(a) 'ere were 14 subjects (7 males and 7 females) who
participated in the pink noise-interfering experi-
ment, while the results of 13 subjects (6 males and 7
females) were valid after the standard deviation was
tested three times.

(b) 'ere were 13 subjects (6 males and 7 females) who
participated in the speech noise-interfering experi-
ment, while the results of 13 subjects (6 males and 6
females) were valid after the standard deviation was
tested three times.

(c) 'ere were 14 subjects (7 males and 7 females) who
participated in white noise-interfering experiment,
while all of the 13 subjects’ results (6 males and 7
females) were valid after the standard deviation was
tested three times.

All of the subjects were undergraduates, aged from 19 to 23
years, and were all native speakers of Chinese Mandarin
without any known hearing problems. 'e subjects were fa-
miliar with Chinese Pinyin spelling rules and are experienced
in relevant listening experiments. A simple listening training
was taken to the subjects before the formal subjective ex-
periments. A total of 92250 ((14+14+13) × 75× 30� 92250)
stimulus-response events happened.

3. Results

3.1. Intelligibility of Mandarin in Noise Environment.
After data processing, syllable intelligibility, initials intelli-
gibility, finals intelligibility, and tones intelligibility of
Mandarin in pink noise, speech noise and white noise-in-
terfering environments were calculated, respectively.

3.1.1. Influence of Gender on Perceptual Intelligibility.
Because of the differences of speeches between male and
female in fundamental frequency, the bandwidth of fre-
quency, spectrum structure, and intelligibility perception of
speech may be different for listeners. Comparisons of in-
telligibility scores tested by the male speaker and female
speaker in pink noise, speech noise, and white noise envi-
ronments are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that the variational trend of intelligibility
curves between male and female speakers is almost the same.
No significant differences (F (2,90)� 0.616, p> 0.05) can be
found in the speech intelligibility perceptual results between
male and female announcers after the ANOVA test. 'us,
the Chinese speech intelligibility scores were averaged across
the results calculated from two genders under each trans-
mission condition.

3.1.2. Intelligibility of Mandarin in Different Noise
Environments. Initials intelligibility, finals intelligibility,
tones intelligibility, and syllable intelligibility tested in pink
noise environment are shown in Figure 4.

It is shown that the speech intelligibility increases as the
SNR increases for all the four curves, and the tones intel-
ligibility scores are the highest, then the finals intelligibility,
thirdly the initials intelligibility, and the syllable intelligi-
bility the lowest. 'e perceptual curves of tones and finals
intelligibility have the same trend. Tones intelligibility in-
creases significantly as SNR increases and when SNR is less
than −8 dB. Tones intelligibility arrives at 0.9, and the curve
is relative stability when SNR exceeds −8 dB. Finals intel-
ligibility has a large increase as SNR increases and when SNR
is less than −4 dB, while the relative stability of the finals
intelligibility is 0.9 when SNR exceeds −4 dB. 'e perceptual
curves of initials and syllable intelligibility have the same
trend. Both two curves increase as SNR increases and when
SNR is less than 16 dB, while initials intelligibility stabilizes
at 0.9 and syllable intelligibility stabilizes at 0.88 and when
SNR exceeds 16 dB.

Initials intelligibility, finals intelligibility, tones intelli-
gibility, and syllable intelligibility tested in speech noise
environment are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 3: 'e influences of announcers’ gender to Chinese speech intelligibility in noise environments. (a) White noise. (b) Pink noise. (c)
Speech noise.
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Figure 4: Chinese speech intelligibility in pink noise environment.
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Figure 5: Chinese speech intelligibility in speech noise
environment.
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'e perceptual curves of tones intelligibility, finals in-
telligibility, initials intelligibility, and syllable intelligibility
test in speech noise environment have the same trend with
the results tested in pink noise environment. Tones intel-
ligibility increases as SNR increases. When SNR reaches
−6 dB, tones intelligibility arrives at 0.9 and the curve is
relatively stable. Finals intelligibility, initials intelligibility,
and syllable intelligibility have a large increase as SNR in-
creases, when SNR is less than 4 dB. When SNR greater than
4 dB, those curves increase slowly and tend towards stability.

Initials intelligibility, finals intelligibility, tones intelli-
gibility, and syllable intelligibility tested in white noise
environment are shown in Figure 6.

It is shown that the speech intelligibility increases as the
SNR increases for all the four curves, and the results of
tones intelligibility is the highest, then the finals intelli-
gibility, thirdly the initials intelligibility, the syllable in-
telligibility the lowest. 'e perceptual curves of tones
intelligibility remain in a high score (about 0.9) which
means white noise has little influence on tones perception.
Finals intelligibility increases significantly as SNR in-
creases, when SNR is less than −8 dB, and increases slowly
until the curve tends towards stability when SNR exceeds
−8 dB. 'e measuring curves of initials and syllable in-
telligibility have the same trend. Both of the two curves
increase as SNR increases, when SNR is less than 16 dB, and
increase slowly when SNR is more than 16 dB. Initials
intelligibility is affected most by noise, and syllable intel-
ligibility is mainly determined by initials.

3.1.3. Influence of Noise Type on the Perceptual Intelligibility.
Both temporal and spectrum characteristics of pink noise,
speech noise, and white noise are different which lead to
different influences on intelligibility perception. 'e com-
parison of the influence on initials intelligibility, finals in-
telligibility, tones intelligibility, and syllable intelligibility by
pink noise, speech noise and white noise are shown in
Figure 7.

It is shown that the curves of initials intelligibility, finals
intelligibility, tones intelligibility, and syllable intelligibility
have the same trend when speech signals are interfered by
pink noise, speech noise, and white noise. Finals intelligi-
bility and tones intelligibility have a little difference above
the three noises especially when SNR is less than −6 dB,
because white noise has little influence on finals and tones.
Initials intelligibility and syllable intelligibility has no sig-
nificant difference, and the three curves of syllable almost
overlap.

ANOVA on initials intelligibility, finals intelligibility,
tones intelligibility, and syllable shows that no significant
differences (F (2,45)� 0.211, p> 0.05) were observed in
initials intelligibility scores above the three noises. 'e same
results also exist in the ANOVA on finals intelligibility
(F(2,45)� 1.071, p> 0.05), tones intelligibility (F(2,45)�

1.742, p> 0.05), and syllable intelligibility (F(2,45)� 0.029,
p> 0.05). 'erefore, Chinese speech intelligibility scores
were averaged across all of the data tested in the three noise
environments for each SNR.

Figure 7(d) shows that Chinese syllable intelligibility
scores seem to be stable at a saturating value when SNR
exceeds a certain value and the scores cannot reach 1. Even
when no extra noise is interfered, perceptual intelligibility is
also influenced by some unavoidable factors like vocal and
receiving aspects which lead the systematic error in the
experiments. 'e saturation of perceptual intelligibility was
calculated after repeating tests on the original speech signals
recorded in the anechoic chamber, and the results are shown
in Table 2.

3.2. Perceptual Characteristics of Chinese Intelligibility in
Noise Environment. Initials intelligibility, finals intelligi-
bility, tones intelligibility, and syllable intelligibility of
Mandrin are calculated, respectively, by averaging the results
tested in pink noise, speech noise, and white noise condi-
tions, and their scatter diagram is shown in Figure 8.

It is can be observed that the trends of speech intelli-
gibility increasing with the SNR obey the exponential law.
Speech intelligibility scores were fitted according to the least
squares fitting method, and the fitted curves are also plotted
in Figure 8. Fitting formulas are shown in equations (5) to
(8), and fitting precision is shown in Figure 9.

QN � −0.33 × e
− 0.07×SNR

+ 0.92, R
2

� 0.99, (5)

QNsm � −0.29 × e
− 0.08×SNR

+ 0.98, R
2

� 0.99, (6)

QNym � −0.09 × e
− 0.15×SNR

+ 0.96, R
2

� 0.99, (7)

QNsd � −0.01 × e
− 0.25×SNR

+ 0.95, R
2

� 0.99, (8)

where QN represents the syllable intelligibility in noise en-
vironment, QNsm represents the initials intelligibility, QNym
represents the finals intelligibility, QNsd represents the tones
intelligibility, SNR represents the signal to noise ratio, and R2

represents the fitting precision.
Equations (5) to (8) also provided mathematical models

to predict the speech intelligibility of Mandarin according to
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Figure 6: Chinese speech intelligibility in white noise environment.
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SNR in the case of noise interference only and it had high
precision with R2 reaching 0.99. To observe the precision of
the predicting models intuitively, a scatter diagram of
measuring and predicting values of speech intelligibility was
plotted in Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows that all of the points distribute around the
central line, and it verifies that the predicting models had
high precision on predicting initials intelligibility, finals
intelligibility, tones intelligibility, and syllable intelligibility
of Chinese Mandarin in noise-interfering environment

which can be named CIPMNE (Chinese Intelligibility
Predicting Model in Noise Environment). In the actual
application, syllable intelligibility is only thing used to
represent the quality of the transmission system, and the
CIPMEN can be only defined as a method of predicting the
syllable intelligibility.

4. Discussion

'ere is already a mature objective method of speech in-
telligibility called STI which is described in IEC 60268 [26].
As the calculation procedure of STI is too complicated, a
simplified method of STI called STIPA is widely used in the
actual measurement. STIPA can evaluate the transmission
quality of speech with respect to intelligibility and has been
verified to be effective for western languages. But, the lan-
guage system of Chinese is different from western languages.
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Figure 7: Influence of noise type on Chinese speech intelligibility. (a) Initials intelligibility. (b) Finals intelligibility. (c) Tones intelligibility.
(d) Syllable intelligibility.

Table 2: Saturation of the perceptual intelligibility.

Perceptual intelligibility
Initials intelligibility 0.93
Finals intelligibility 0.96
Tones intelligibility 0.96
Syllable intelligibility 0.86
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Whichmethod is fit for Chinese, STIPA or CIPMNE, needed
to be tested.

Series data were obtained by STIPA and CIPMNE
methods, respectively, under the same SNR, and the com-
parison of the results obtained by the two methods is shown
in Figure 10. 'e differences between the results obtained
from the two methods and subjective syllable intelligibility
scores are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10 shows that the results of CIPMNE and STIPA
under the same SNR are obviously different. CIPMNE is
greater than STIPA when SNR is less than 16 dB and less
than STIPA when SNR is more than 16 dB. Especially when
SNR is around 0 dB, the difference almost reached 0.3.

It is should to be noticed in Figure 11 that the curves of
CIPMNE and syllable intelligibility are almost have the same
trends but different from STIPA. Because CIPMNE is based

on the perception of syllable intelligibility. 'e results of
speech intelligibility varying with SNR are different when
measured by CIPMNE and STIPA, and the results measured
by CIPMNE are closer to subjective results. 'e aim of the
researches on the objective measurement method of the
speech intelligibility is to approach the subjective perception
results as much as possible, and instead of subjective
measurement, maybe CIPMNE is fit for Chinese speech
intelligibility measurement in the transmission condition of
noise-interfering only, or STIPA needs to be revised
according to the Chinese speech intelligibility obtained by
the subjective listening experiments.

5. Conclusions

'e present work introduced a series of Chinese speech
intelligibility subjective experiments in the environment
deteriorated by white noise, pink noise, and speech noise.
Initials intelligibility, finals intelligibility, tones intelligibility,
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Figure 9: Scatter diagram of measuring and predicting values of
speech intelligibility in noise environment.
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Figure 10: Scatter diagram of CIPMNE and STIPA.
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Figure 11: Speech intelligibility measured by STIPA, CIPMNE,
and subjective listening experiments.
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and syllable intelligibility were obtained, and the changing
rules of Chinese speech intelligibility with SNR were ana-
lyzed. 'e results showed that the influences of the three
types of noises on perceptual intelligibility have no signif-
icant difference. Tones intelligibility scores are the highest,
then the finals intelligibility, thirdly the initials intelligibility,
and the syllable intelligibility the lowest, which means that
the tones have the strongest antinoise property and the
property of syllable is the weakest. Speech intelligibility
increases with SNR obeying exponential low values and
tends to get saturated gradually. 'e best-fitting exponential
function relationships between initials intelligibility, finals
intelligibility, tones intelligibility, and syllable intelligibility
and SNR, respectively, were established on the basis of the
least square method and a model called CIPMNE was
proposed based on these functions to evaluate and predict
the Chinese speech intelligibility under noise-interfering
transmission conditions. A comparison of CIPMEN and
STIPA was also made to analyze the differences between the
two methods on the Chinese speech intelligibility
measurement.
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